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BNPL is a global phenomenon of growing relevance within the consumer credit in-
dustry. While the product features of the underlying financing solutions are identical 
compared to incumbents’ offerings, the integration at the POS, the short-term nature 
of the product and the merchant subsidization are making it appealing to consum-
ers to pay for impulse purchases. Additionally, merchants increase their conversion 
rates, basket size and average purchase amount by integrating BNPL offerings. 
Nevertheless, BNPL providers expect new challenges in the short and medium term 
due to regulation, underlying credit risks and an emerging conflict of interest with 
merchants. Banks and issuers will have the opportunity to revise their strategic prop-
ositions and to leverage their existing assets against this competitive threat.

 
BNPL RESHAPING THE CONSUMER FINANCE LANDSCAPE 
Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL) is a credit solution that is currently seeing sustained 
growth while generating media headlines and awareness among the public and 
regulators. The total BNPL market is expected to grow from US$ 91bn in 2020 to 
US$ 4,000bn in 2030 globally (forecast CAGR: 46% p.a.).1 
The BNPL trend is fuelled by sustained VC & PE funding, which grew to US$ 5.2bn 
total BNPL funding globally as of the end of 2021.2 

While a few already established BNPL providers (e.g. Klarna and Affirm) attracted 
the majority of investment, smaller and younger companies received noticeable 
amounts of funding, further fuelling the disruption within the consumer credit in-
dustry. The recent high volatility of many large BNPL providers’ share prices reflects 
both high expectations and uncertainty regarding the future competitive landscape. 
In 2021, we tracked and catalogued more than 70 funding rounds of BNPL firms.

DISRUPTION OF BNPL IN CONSUMER  
FINANCE: WHAT STRATEGIC OPTIONS DO 
INCUMBENTS HAVE?

1 — Source: Mercator, Crunchbase, Arkwright Analysis.
2 — Arkwright Research, Dealroom.io. Funding volume represents an at-minimum approach, as covered fundings may not com-
pletely be exhaustive (e.g. through not covering all seed fundings).
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BNPL providers have been establishing businesses across all geographies.3 
However, we noticed specific countries with a higher BNPL establishment intensity 
than others, namely Australia, USA and the UK. The majority of BNPL challengers 
operate under their own consumer brand. Also, we see a number of growing play-
ers (e.g. Ratepay) which operate as white-label solution providers for merchants.

This growth of activity is driven by consumer and merchant demand. Even if a 
fundamental shift towards BNPL is evident in many markets, the adoption remains 
heterogenous regionally. Countries such as India, Mexico and Indonesia stand out 
in terms of consumer adoption, with over 50% of consumers having used BNPL to 
fund transactions. Adoption is high also in countries like Russia, Belgium and the 
Netherlands. In terms of BNPL’s share of total e-commerce transactions, the Nor-
dics and Germany are leading, likely since deferred payments have a significant 
history within these markets, being the genesis of BNPL offerings. Markets with 
higher BNPL venture activity are showing a smaller share of consumer BNPL use 
with Australia, the UK and the USA showing a 10%, 5% and 2% propensity to use 
BNPL respectively.4 Nonetheless, the absolute size of the consumer-credit indus-
try and of e-commerce turnover in these latter markets is significantly higher than 
most others, making them attractive for BNPL providers.

3 — The illustrated BNPL providers are a non-exhaustive, exemplary selection of what are considerd the most relevant BNPL 
providers.
4 — Source: FIS, Arkwright Research.

Fig. 1 — BNPL business model funding per year (in $US million).
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Fig. 2 — Worldwide emergence of BNPL providers (non-exhaustive).
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DRAWING THE LINE BETWEEN BNPL AND TRADITIONAL  
CONSUMER FINANCE   
BNPL solutions are growing in competition with traditional consumer-finance solu-
tions, namely consumer loans, revolving credits and current-account overdrafts. 
BNPL solutions and incumbent products differ in the structure of repayment plans, 
fixed instalments or variable repayment, cost to consumers and the ease with 
which consumers can access them. 

Some may argue that once a credit card is in a consumer’s wallet or an overdraft 
is authorised on a current account, it could be even easier for consumers to ac-
cess, but the certainty of the number and value of the instalment repayment struc-
ture provided by BNPL gives consumers the perceived peace of mind of being in 
better control of their spending. 

Fig. 3 — Distinction between BNPL and incumbents.
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BNPL solutions are usually highly integrated into the shopping checkout, with 
just a few clicks, unlike consumer-lending solutions that require paperwork to be 
applied for. Additionally, BNPL solutions often provide the consumer options that 
can be opted into or changed with very low friction during the repayment period. 
Only traditional products such as deferred payments and D2C consumer loans 
via merchant partnerships are embedded as a checkout experience choice at the 
POS. Cards and bank financing (overdraft facility and instalment credit) have no di-
rect connection to the checkout experience as consumers can only manage their 
credit decisions and cashflows before or after the purchase.

In terms of pricing, the products also differ as to whether the costs are borne by 
the consumer or the merchant. BNPL products are highly flexible, irrespective of 
the financing solution, and are often financed to a significant extent by the mer-
chant. The rationale behind this is the increased sales and, particularly in the case 
of integrated white-label offers, the merchant’s freedom to determine how much 
of the costs should be borne by the consumer.

With incumbent consumer credit solutions, the same flexibility is not available. 
Instalment loans and overdrafts are fully financed by the consumer unless provid-
ed via a sales partnership or promotion. As illustrated in the following figure, the 
friction that consumers experienced until now when moving between alternatives 
has been eliminated from the market by the considerably higher flexibility of BNPL 
solutions, which often have low-threshold entry conditions. Additionally, this effect 
is supported by short-term repayment periods and perceived lower costs, making 
consumers believe they are in control of their outgoings. 

In contrast to the pricing model, BNPL products differ only slightly in the level of 
financing costs. The most common cost-free BNPL solution, repayment in three or 
four instalments, has an average repayment period of anything between two and 
three months depending on the provider. Providers do not charge interest, but if a 
payment is missed, the customer is typically charged a late-payment fee. 
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Moreover, some BNPL providers offer the option to defer payment by charging a 
relatively high initial fee. This allows the customer to pay for the purchase in full 
after two months with the fee not being perceived by the customer as an interest 
payment. For long-term financing, BNPL products charge similar interest rates as 
traditional consumer-finance providers. Most BNPL providers shift fee charges to 
longer-term repayment terms or to merchants so that consumers are offered low 
initial pricing, encouraging adoption. When BNPL providers demand some costs 
from the consumer in advance, it is often as fees, avoiding the labelling as inter-
est and, among other effects, the representation of annual percentage rates to 
the consumer. Large merchants are offered better deals by virtue of the scale of 
potential businesses compared to small ones.

Fig. 4 — Cost structure of consumer finance solutions (illustrative).
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SUCCESS FACTORS OF EMERGING BNPL CHALLENGERS
BNPL credit excels in removing barriers and reducing friction for consumers mak-
ing adoption easy. The four key success factors are perceived certainty of afford-
ability and repayment, convenience and embedding, sales and marketing at the 
point of sale, and the benefit of increased sales for merchants.

BNPL solutions benefit from the underlying impulse element for consumers which 
is mainly driven by the perceived certainty of affordability and repayment. 
The short repayment periods encourage consumers to feel fully in control of their 
finances. Additionally, the perceived lower costs of, for example, fee-based BNPL 
solutions contribute to this effect. In contrast to more traditional consumer-credit 
solutions, embedded BNPL, either branded or white-labelled, is an integral part 
of the checkout process. As this is not new, it is far more immediate to use com-
pared to other checkout financing products. 

In addition, effective sales, marketing and communications work has led consum-
ers to choose BNPL solutions as their preferred checkout option (Klarna can be 
cited as a prime example). While traditional lenders fail to position their financing 
products as easy, fast and flexible ways to finance consumption, Klarna managed 
to do so as an end-customer brand. Merchants invest in BNPL-provider engage-
ment because this financing product distinctively increases sales: Merchants 
benefit from higher average shopping-basket values and increased conversion 
rates. BNPL also benefits from ongoing funding flows, enabling new ventures and 
underwriting marketing and business development, as well as the evolution and 
extension of business models.

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS

PERCEIVED 
AFFORDABILITY

CONVENIENCE 
& EMBEDDING

SALES 
& MARKETING

MERCHANTS’ 
BENEFIT

Figure 5:  BNPL key success factors.
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INCOMING CHALLENGES TO BNPL 
Aside from the positive momentum and traction BNPL providers are experiencing, 
there are several upcoming challenges. We expect three challenges to test the 
sustainability of BNPL providers’ business model in the longer term:

1. Growing consumer-finance debt bubble
2. Regulatory action levelling the playing field vs. traditional financing solutions
3. Potential conflict of interests with merchants

As BNPL attracts mainly young customers who have no previous experience with 
consumer loans, there is an increasing risk of a consumer debt bubble. There are 
growing press articles with instances of consumers piling up unsustainable re-
payment commitments, or funding debt with other debt products. Ultimately, this 
might backfire on BNPL providers, as they primarily address this younger target 
group and introduce them to credit-financed consumption. 

Additionally, BNPL providers use different and somehow new methods of credit-
worthiness assessments which still have to prove themselves in stress tests and 
adverse economic environments, and are not linked with credit bureaus enabled 
checking of the level of indebtedness or affordability. Although consumer credit 
regulations are already in place in almost every developed economy, BNPL pro-
viders are benefiting from loopholes, avoiding the requirements that banks and 
issuers must meet (KYC, creditworthiness check, lending reporting, standardised 
legal information, etc.). These exemptions in terms of credit duration and/or vol-
ume, interest-free credits, and a limited number of instalments were intended to 
facilitate serving the low-end segment of the market efficiently. Legislators in the 
US, Australia, Europe, Singapore, the UK and other countries, as well as consumer 
associations, are starting to pay attention and to close regulatory market gaps. 

As a third emerging challenge for BNPL providers, we see a growing conflict of 
interest between BNPL providers and merchants. By now, both merchants and 
BNPL providers substantially profit from their close relationship and econom-
ic bonding. But as BNPL providers steadily strive to evolve into platform-based 
ecosystems with a broader range of services and shopping experiences, they will 
eventually enter direct competition with merchants. This risk may jeopardise the 
fulfilment of investors’ high expectations regarding the economic returns from 
BNPL investments and weaken future growth speed. 
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Fig. 6 — Recent regulatory initiatives on BNPL across the world.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR BANKS AND LENDERS
Despite the hype of BNPL, banks and traditional lenders do have assets and capa-
bilities enabling them to compete with BNPL challengers:

1. Credit risk capabilities: Use of credit scoring, knowledge on credit processes 
 and default rates
2. Scaling capabilities: Economies of scale in existing infrastructure, proven 
 operating model 
3. Customer Proximity: Direct access to a wide range of retail customers with 
 recurring contacts out of other products 
4. Neutrality: Banks and issuers can offer consumer finance (in partnerships) 
 irrespective of the commerce ecosystem

Of course, these assets need to be complemented by additional capabilities, 
which are — compared to the other areas of disruption (neo-brokers and neo-
banks) — fast digitalization and customer centricity with a strong focus on mobile 
experiences and active closeness to the customer at the point of credit decisions. 

Especially banks which have managed to develop their own acquiring/online-PSP 
proposition are well-positioned to defend against BNPL providers due to their di-
rect relationship with merchants. Based on these, we propose two possible groups 
of options for banks and issuers as the foundation for a strategic response to 
BNPL challengers. 

Figure 7: Options for banks and traditional lenders. 
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Banks and traditional lenders should innovate their consumer finance product 
portfolio by defining strategic product(s) to counter BNPL providers (e.g. instal-
ment options offered at time of purchase, or split-pay solutions directly integrated 
into card usage or within the merchant checkout process). Consumers may be 
given choices to customise financing to their needs (e.g. repayment period, in-
stalments vs. revolving vs. deferred). For this, incumbents would need to provide 
mobile solutions or integration, and attractive front-ends for cards and banking to 
increase convenience and engagement. In addition to developing their own solu-
tions, banks and issuers have also the options to acquire existing solutions or to 
enter into partnerships with BNPL providers.

Secondly, incumbents may need to accelerate their go-to-market approach for 
their innovated product portfolio. Incumbents must use — if existing — their mer-
chant acquiring as a direct sales channel in order to be integrated into the mobile 
or online checkout process. Large merchants should be offered attractive pricing 
and/or revenue-share models to incentivise the closure of a consumer-finance 
partnership. Consumers must be educated and informed about the innovated and 
improved offering. This would allow incumbents to attain a fairer and better posi-
tioning of their own improved solutions compared to challenger BNPL providers.

ABOUT ARKWRIGHT
Arkwright is a management consulting firm offering strategy advisory services to 
private corporations, NGOs, investors and start-up companies. Amongst a number 
of different industry-dedicated teams, the Payments and Digital Banking practice 
is one of the most experienced globally, positioning Arkwright as a high-end digi-
tal financial services and payments specialist strategy boutique.
When we founded Arkwright in 1987, we did so with a strong belief that clients’ sus-
tained success requires deeper collaboration and a different working model than 
what we experienced at the time. 
Since then, our focus on deep-rooted, long-term partnerships with selective clients 
has formed the basis of our approach and helped us grow to what we are today: 
an international consultancy with Nordic roots, operating truly globally, from our 
offices in Hamburg, London, Oslo and Stockholm and with additional operational 
presence based in the Middle East and the US.


